Brilliant Wonders LED WATERFALLS

THE BEST LED POOL WATERFALL IS GETTING EVEN BETTER

NEW Smart Sync™ Technology
Front Side Serviceable LED Lighting
Beautiful Pool Waterfall for Day and Nighttime Use
The Next Pool You Build Should Be Brilliant™

The Brilliant Wonders® LED Waterfall is the premier lighted waterfall in the pool industry. Featuring a patent pending design and front-side serviceability, no other led waterfall design comes close. And now with the addition of the new Smart Sync™ control technology, the best LED waterfall is even better.

SMART SYNC™ LED WATERFALL CONTROL
- Universal Control for Brilliant Wonders LED Waterfall
- Synchronize with Other Brilliant Wonders LED Products
- Synchronize with Lighting from other Pool OEMs
- One Control Operates up to 10ft of LED Waterfalls
- Colorwheel Waterfall Control Also Available (12VDC)

SERVICEABLE LED LIGHTING
- All LEDs are Contained and Protected Inside the Waterfall Unit, Instead of Using External Fiber Optics.
- Front-side Door for LED Strip and Wiring Access
- Quick-Disconnect LED Strip is Easy to Service and Replace

DESIGNED TO OUT-SHINE
- Exclusive “Sawtooth” Lip Design
- Churns the Water, Enhancing LED Light and Color
- Creates Smooth Ribbons of Water and Light

TECHNICAL GUIDE
- 12 Volt AC (Smart Sync Control)
- 1.5” Spigot Plumbing
- 1.25 GPM Per Inch Recommended
- 6” Lip - CANNOT BE CUT
- White or Color Face with Clear Sawtooth Lip
- ETL Certified Class 2 (100 Watt Only)
- Must be Mounted in a NEMA approved weatherproof enclosure
- Always Use Filtered Water with Any CMP Waterfall

Every LED Waterfall Includes:
- One Waterfall Unit
- One Rock Trap
- 100’ of 12 Volt Cord
- Controls sold separately
- A Control Must be Purchased for All Brilliant Wonders LED Waterfalls